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**Abstract**

A customized bus (CB) system is a new emerging public transportation that provides flexible demand-oriented transit services for city commuters. Existing CB systems encounter two challenges of 1) collecting travel demands and discovering travel patterns effectively and efficiently and 2) planning profitable bus lines based on travel patterns. In this paper, we propose a bus line planning framework, called T2CBS, by taking full advantage of taxi trajectory data. In T2CBS, similar travel demands are discovered from passenger trajectories with a clustering algorithm, and CB stops are deployed at pick-up and drop-off points of trajectory clusters with integer linear programming. To plan profitable CB lines, we propose a profit estimation model, by considering the number of taxi passengers who can be attracted to CB buses. A routing algorithm (CBRouting) and a timetabling algorithm (CBTimetabling) are proposed to generate a CB line that can achieve the maximum profit for each trajectory cluster. We conduct experiments on one-month taxi trajectory data in Nanjing, China. Experimental results demonstrate that our T2CBS can generate CB lines with higher profit compared with baseline methods, and the moderate increase in travel time along the CB lines is significantly dominated by the savings in bus fare.
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